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Sophomores Sydney Eskin and Frances Cooke decorate pumpkins at the Boo Bash celebration in Kogan Plaza.

Higher postdoctoral pay mandate
triggers financial concerns
JOSH WEINSTOCK &
LILLIANNA BYINGTON
HATCHET REPORTERS

As universities across the country try to rake in already-strained
research dollars, they’re faced with
another challenge: how to pay researchers.
A new federal law to increase
the pay provision for postdoctoral
fellows has the University discussing ways to raise the salaries for
55 of those fellows. But faculty
members and postdoctoral fellows
say they’re concerned about where
funding will come from and how
the new pay mandate could impact
research – an area of top priority for
the University.
The Fair Labor Standards Act, a
law that includes overtime pay provisions for employees, previously
entitled all U.S. workers to overtime pay unless they were exempt
because they were paid preset salaries of at least $23,660 per year, according to the Department of Labor.
In May, the department announced
a new rule to increase the overtime
pay threshold to $47,476 starting on
Dec. 1. Postdoctoral fellows’ salaries likely could fall within that gap.
Postdoctoral fellows are key in
research – they work directly with
faculty mentors on larger research
projects after they complete their
doctoral studies and can help keep
research on track while mentors
juggles other duties, like teaching or participating in institutional
governance.
University spokeswoman Maralee Csellar said the changes to the
FLSA overtime rule will impact re-

search staff across the U.S., and GW
will continue to classify postdoctoral fellows as exempt from overtime pay by meeting the minimum
federal salary.
Principal investigators – the
researchers who officially receive
and oversee research grants – have
the option to submit supplemental
funding requests to their sponsors,
but the sponsors do not have to provide additional funding. Current
grants that support postdoctoral
fellows will need to be rebudgeted
to absorb salary increases, Csellar
said.

55

NUMBER OF POSTDOCS
WHOSE SALARIES
DON’T MEET THE NEW
FEDERAL REQUIREMENT
“If project budgets cannot accommodate the changes, then a PI
will need to work with their department or school to address gaps in
funding,” Csellar said. “All new
proposals for grants and contracts
will take the new salary guidelines
into account when budgeting.”
The Office of the Vice President
for Research provides financial support and online resources to the GW
Postdoc Association, and research
officials are available to assist the
investigators with rebudgeting,
Csellar said.
Officials have “no plans” to let
any postdoctoral fellows go as a re-

sult of the change, Csellar said.

‘Happy postdoc, happy PI’

Since University President Steven Knapp came to GW nearly a
decade ago, he has set his sights on
transforming GW into a top-tier research institution, creating the position of vice president for research
in 2009 and bringing in hundreds
of millions of dollars in research
funding. These fellows are key in
allowing faculty to take on larger
research projects, faculty members
said.
Harald Griesshammer, an associate professor of physics and a
member of the Faculty Senate, first
publicly raised the postdoctoral
pay issue at this month’s Faculty
Senate meeting.
Griesshammer said the increase
is a “huge deal” because postdoctoral fellows are typically working
50 to 60 hours a week, and it would
be impractical for them to be paid
overtime. About two-thirds of postdoctoral fellows at the University
already meet the new federal salary
requirement, but 55 people would
need a salary raise to meet the new
minimum pay, he said.
“The postdoc is the one doing the late shifts,” Griesshammer
said. “They are training and educating the graduate students. They
are training and educating the undergraduates. For many projects
you need somebody who can just
concentrate on the research, so the
postdocs are the ones who are actually doing the work, and they have
to get a decent pay for that.”
The National Institutes of
See POSTDOC Page 5

The national organization of Pi Kappa Phi shut down
its GW chapter this month.
The chapter was under investigation after DC Leaks
hacked the personal email account of a White House
staﬀer and alumnus, which included messages from Pi
Kappa Phi’s Listserv from February 2015 to June 2016.
GW’s Greek life oﬃcial said in a message sent to students
that the chapter was shut down after oﬃcials found information that showed the group had violated University
standards.
Christina Witkowicki, the director of student involvement and Greek life, announced the closure in an Oct. 24
statement sent to some members of Greek organizations,
which was obtained by The Hatchet.
“As a result of information that surfaced recently detailing ‘Code of Student Conduct’ violations, Pi Kappa Phi
National Headquarters has decided to suspend the charter of the Theta Zeta Chapter of Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity at
The George Washington University, closing the chapter,”
Witkowicki said.
The Center for Student Engagement and the Interfraternity Council will continue to work with Pi Kappa Phi
regarding future reestablishment “when it is mutually appropriate for all parties involved,” Witkowicki said in the
email.
Pi Kappa Phi’s national headquarters did not return
multiple requests for comment.
University spokeswoman Kurie Fitzgerald said GW
works with Greek chapters’ national organizations to investigate potential code of conduct violations.
“The University works in partnership with national
organizations in investigating all allegations, and the decision by a national organization to close a collegiate chapter is made internally by the national organization and
may be based on a number of factors,” Fitzgerald said.
Fitzgerald added the University’s Greek life staﬀ will
continue to support the more than 3,000 Greek life members on campus in their philanthropic projects.
“GW values the contributions of the fraternities and
sororities present on campus, and we continue our commitment to ensuring the safe and positive membership
experiences our community expects,” Fitzgerald said.
Brandon Capece, the Interfraternity Council president, and Andrew Jones, the president of the Pi Kappa Phi
chapter, did not return requests for comment. The chapter
is still listed on the IFC website.
Pi Kappa Phi was under disciplinary and social probation until Dec. 31, 2015 for hosting a registered oﬀ-campus event with alcohol where several attendees – some of
whom were underage – had to be treated at a hospital for
overconsumption of alcohol. The chapter had been on social restriction until June 30.
This is the ﬁfth Greek life chapter to get shut down
on campus since 2014. Alpha Epsilon Pi and Tau Kappa
Epsilon both closed in 2014, Delta Gamma shut down in
2015 and Sigma Phi Epsilon closed this summer.
The hacked Gmail account that detailed Pi Kappa
Phi’s potential violations belonged to Ian Mellul, who
graduated last year with a degree in political science and
is currently working on Hillary Clinton’s presidential
campaign and for the White House, The New York Times
reported. The Secret Service claimed to be aware of the
hacks in September, which included a copy of First Lady
Michelle Obama’s passport, The Hill reported.
The email hack included Listserv messages instructing members to watch out for puking pledges, contributing to a slush fund and anti-semitic remarks calling members “Jewish” for not donating to philanthropic events.
Mellul responded to the chain, warning one member
that using derogatory language could get the chapter in
trouble.
“This is such a bad violation of recruitment policies
and nationals could royally fuck us if they wanted to... I’m
not being a narc but you gotta at least keep a clean paper,”
he wrote.
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New writing award honors life of former Marine, D.C. native
TAYLOR GALGANO
HATCHET REPORTER

Just months before Sgt.
Julian Clement Chase was
set to begin his ﬁrst year at
GW in 2012, the U.S. Marine
was killed in action in Afghanistan.
To honor his memory,
his family created a scholarship to help other students
live out their son’s passions
for writing and connecting
with the D.C. community.
The gift, a $1,000 prize that
will be awarded each year
by the University Writing
Program, is given to students whose writing centers
on the District, where Chase
grew up.
Chase’s mother, Bell
Clement, a professorial
lecturer of history, said although her son never attended GW, she hopes the
gift will recognize the creative work that reﬂects what
Chase could have created.
“He was going to be
making big contributions
here, and we had to make
that happen, nonetheless,”
Clement said.

The prize will be awarded yearly to a student or students who produce pieces of
writing or research “demonstrating in-depth engagement with Washington,
D.C.”
Chase attended Woodrow Wilson High School in
Tenleytown, where he explored his creative and academic sides through writing
and photography, his mother said. He joined an afterschool writing program that
encouraged students to journal together and brought in
guest authors.
Even while serving overseas, Chase maintained this
devotion to writing, she said.
“One of the things that
I’m gladdest to know is that
while he was deployed, he
had begun to keep journals,” Clement said. “I had
always encouraged this. Being deployed, you’re seeing
some remarkable things, and
you’re going to want to have
a record of it.”
The
Clement
family wanted to honor Chase’s
love for D.C. through the
award, his mother said.
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Left to right: Julian Clement Chase Memorial Prize recipient Emily Niekrasz, Executive Director of the
University Writing Program Randi Kristensen and Bell Julian Clement sit at the ceremony awarding the
$1,000 writing prize.

“He enjoyed bragging
he was from D.C., and he
was interested in the city,”
Clement said. “One of the

things I enjoyed was watching Julian explore Washington. If you’re a 16-year-old
guy, you’re seeing the city in

a much diﬀerent way than
your mom sees it. It was
wonderful to see the city
through his eyes.”

On Thursday, Chase’s
family and about 20 others
gathered at the GW Museum
and Textile Museum for the
ﬁrst award ceremony.
This year’s prize winners, Kaeleigh Christie and
Emily Niekrasz, will split the
$1,000 award.
Christie said her research
about truancy in D.C. public
schools that earned her the
prize ended up shaping her
career path and that she now
wants to “make a diﬀerence
in the community.”
Niekrasz, who is in her
ﬁrst year of the museum
studies graduate program,
won the award with her
senior thesis on the ties between D.C. and the Civil
Rights Movement.
She said she hopes the
award will encourage others
to explore D.C.’s history and
will commemorate Chase’s
life.
“I deﬁnitely think this
is a great way for him to be
remembered,” she said. “It
was an awful, awful tragedy,
and I really think that it’s going to be a nice way for his
life to live on.”
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CRIME LOG
SIMPLE ASSAULT (DOMESTIC
VIOLENCE)

West Hall (Mount Vernon Campus)
10/11/2016 - 5:30 p.m.
Case closed
A student reported to the University
Police Department that she and her
roommate were involved in a physical
altercation. The Metropolitan Police
Department responded to the scene
and interviewed both students. Both
students were female. MPD decided
that both students would be arrested.
MPD transported the students to
the second district police station for
processing.
Closed by arrest

VISUALIZED BY YONAH BROMBERG GABER | GRAPHICS EDITOR
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THREATS TO DO BODILY HARM

District House
10/12/2016 - Unknown time
Case Closed
A staﬀ member reported to UPD
that a student made several threats
against his roommate and other staﬀ
members stemming from a roommate
dispute.
Referred to DSA

WEAPONS VIOLATION

Old Main
10/18/2016 - 1 p.m.
Case closed
UPD and MPD responded to a report
of a staﬀ member leaving a bullet on
her desk. The staﬀ member stated that
she had forgotten the bullet was in
her purse and was unsure what to do
with it when she emptied her purse at
work. MPD oﬃcers took possession
of the bullet and issued a report.
Referred to MPD

NON-FORCIBLE BURLARY/
POSSESSION OF DRUGS

South Hall
10/23/2016 12:22 - 9:04 a.m.
Case closed
Two students reported that another
student entered into a room in South
Hall and began to take items. UPD
responded to the scene and arrested
the male subject for the theft and
found possession of marijuana on
him. MPD arrived on the scene and
transported him to the district police
station for processing.
Closed by arrest

POSSESSION OF DRUGS

South Hall
10/23/2016 - 12:00 - 12:30 p.m.
Case closed
UPD responded to South Hall for an
administrative search. Drugs were
found.
Referred to DSA

HARASSMENT: EMAIL AND
ELECTRONIC MEDIA

Thurston Hall
10/24/2016 - Unknown time
Case closed
A female student reported to UPD
that a male non-GW student was
harassing her.
No identifiable suspect

—Compiled by James Levinson

SA Senate aims to fill 12 vacancies this semester
ELISE ZAIDI &
DANI GRACE
HATCHET REPORTERS

The Student Association Senate is aiming to ﬁll
12 positions this semester,
but senators are struggling
to ﬁnd the best process to
choose new members.
The process for filling
the two undergraduate
and 10 graduate vacancies was debated during
Wednesday’s SA Senate
meeting, during which
senators failed to pass a
resolution to rework the
selection process. Senate
leaders said they hope to
fill the seats soon because
empty positions limit the
student voices they represent.
SA Executive Vice
President Thomas Falcigno said most of the seats
have only been open for a
few weeks after members
resigned. Other seats –
mostly graduate positions
– have been open since
last May.
“Vacated seats deﬁnitely
have an impact on the work
of the senate,” Falcigno said.
“If certain schools do not
have representation, that
means we as a Student Association are less eﬀective
in being able to address the
issues of underrepresented
schools.”
Applications for the
current open seats closed
Friday and interviews were
conducted over the weekend. The 12 vacancies include one U-at-Large seat
and a Columbian College
of Arts and Sciences undergraduate position. The remaining graduate positions
include one seat for the College of Professional Studies,
School of Nursing, School of
Business, School of Medicine and Health Sciences,
Graduate School of Education and Human Development, two CCAS seats and
two non-voting ﬁrst year
members, according to their
website.
Falcigno said the current applications are not
counted toward the recently vacated seat of former Sen. Thomas Buding-
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Sen. Michael Overton, ESIA-G, sponsored a bill that would rework the selection process for open SA
Senate seats. The senate hopes to fill 12 seats this semester.

er, U-at-Large, which will
be ﬁlled during the next
round of interviews later
this semester.
The senate publicized
the vacant spots in each
school via social media
and word of mouth, but it
can be diﬃcult to ﬁll seats
like that for the nursing
school, which is based on
the Virginia Science and

“If certain schools
do not have
representation,
that means we as a
Student Association
are less effective
in being able to
address the issues
of underrepresented
schools.”

THOMAS FALCIGNO
SA Executive Vice President

Technology Campus, Falcigno said.
Last fall, resignations
led to seven vacant seats –
three undergraduate and
four graduate positions. The

SA leadership committee
received about 40 applications for the undergraduate
positions and about 15 for
the graduate positions at the
time.
This year, the group has
received about 30 applications for the 12 open spots,
Sen.
Zachary
Graybill,
SEAS-G, said.
During the senate’s
meeting last week, senators argued for more than
two hours about changing
the process for electing new
members.
The proposed bill would
have allowed senators to ﬁll
out secret ballots with the
name of an applicant or indicating the seat should remain unﬁlled. If there had
not been a majority consensus, the senate would have
held a run-oﬀ vote between
the two candidates with the
most votes. If there was no
simple majority, the vacant
seat may been converted to
an at-large seat. In the current process, a seat is ﬁlled
as long as one person applies for it.
The failed bill would
have also allowed the leadership committee, which
meets and interviews the
candidates, to inform the
senate which candidates

they deemed qualiﬁed during preliminary interviews.
Senators pointed out that
regardless of the committee
opinion, any candidate can
be written onto the ballot
and win with a simple senate majority.
Sen. Michael Overton,
ESIA-G, said he sponsored the bill to allow the
senate to keep a seat vacant if the majority of the
group felt no candidate
was qualified. Then seats
with fewer applicants
would not get filled by
unqualified students.
“The leadership committee should have a right
to say no if a candidate does
not represent constituency.
They are the ones that spend
their weekends meeting and
interviewing all of these
people,” Overton said.
Sen. Logan Malik, U-atLarge, agreed with Overton
and said if the leadership
committee gives explicit
reasons against a candidate,
then the senate should have
to consider their judgement.
“I think people are making this bigger than it should
be,” Malik said. “This is just
in very rare case scenarios
when candidates are really
unqualiﬁed.”
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New certificate program focuses on environmental policy
CATHERINE MORAN
STAFF WRITER

The Columbian College
of Arts and Sciences will oﬀer
a new graduate certiﬁcate in
environmental resource policy next year to help students
understand and develop policies about the environment.
The new degree within
the environmental resource
policy program will use an
interdisciplinary approach,
requiring both governmental
policy and natural science
courses, and it will consist
entirely of existing classes.
The program’s creators said
students and professionals
can earn the certiﬁcate for a
unique specialization that can
advance their careers.
Peter Linquiti, the director of the environmental resource policy program, said
the program will teach students how to create environmental policy by considering
it from multiple angles.
“I think that environmental policy is one of the
more complex policy areas
because it really represents
the intersection between the
natural world and the human world,” he said. “If you
want to make environmental
policy successful, you have to

understand both the natural
world and the human world
and how they are connected.”
Students who want to
earn the certiﬁcate must
take four existing classes:
policy analysis and three of
six other classes in environmental science, economics
and public policy.
Linquiti said the program is meant for three kinds
of students: workers who
have a bachelor’s degree and
need graduate certiﬁcates
to prove competency in the
ﬁeld, those with master’s
degrees in generic ﬁelds
who want to specialize and
current students who want
to “test drive” the master’s
program in environmental
policy research.
“We can be ﬂexible,” he
said. “We recognize that these
will be a little nontraditional
as students. They are not going to be here as full-time
graduates or full-time undergraduates.”
Linquiti hopes to enroll
ﬁve to 10 students in the certiﬁcate program’s ﬁrst semester, he said. The classes can
easily accommodate a few extra students, but the program
could also expand in the future if it’s popular, he added.
Nancy Augustine, a pro-

fessor of public policy and
public administration, said
she began working with Linquiti last spring to outline the
certiﬁcate program. They designed the certiﬁcate around
existing resources, and don’t
plan on creating new classes
or hiring new faculty for it.
“We were thinking
about building on our
strengths, building on the
foundation of environmental resource policy classes
that we already have because we know that they
work, and we know that
they ﬁt well together,” she
said.
Noel Radomski, the director of the Wisconsin Center for the Advancement of
Postsecondary
Education,
said creating programs out of
existing classes is fairly common because administrators
want to make as much money as they can from existing
courses and resources.
“Universities are more
dependent on enrollment
and therefore on tuition revenue,” Radomski said. “And
as they’re dependent on tuition revenue, they need to
make sure that their courses
and degree programs, including certiﬁcate programs, majors, minors, et cetera, have a
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Peter Linquiti, the director of the environmental resource policy program, is helping to create a
new certificate program focused on environmental policy

high enrollment. Frequently,
that’s then tied to where they
see the greatest needs.”
Other universities oﬀer
graduate certiﬁcates in environmental policy, including
American University and the
universities of Connecticut,
Colorado-Denver and Massachusetts-Dartmouth.

Michael Goodman, the
executive director of the
Public Policy Center at the
University of MassachusettsDartmouth, said the UMass
certiﬁcate’s courses are all
online, but GW’s use of existing classes is a “sensible and
eﬃcient” approach that his
institution has used for other

certiﬁcate programs.
“What we’re hearing
from our alumni is that it’s
the combination of that solid
academic foundation and the
specialized knowledge that
can come from these kinds of
programs,” he said. “They really help distinguish them in
the marketplace.”

Researchers wary of funding
for 55 postdoc salaries
From Page 1
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Geneva Henry, the dean of libraries and academic innovation, said the library will open a
technology lab for science and math students.

STEM lab to host tutoring,
workshops for students
LEAH POTTER
HATCHET REPORTER

A new permanent lab
in Gelman Library will give
math, science and engineering students a place to brush
up on their coding and software skills.
The Quantitative and
Spatial Reasoning Lab, which
will open next semester, is
designed as a central space
for tutoring and workshops
in science, technology and
mathematics skills and applications, and students can use
it in the same way they use
the University Writing Center
to sharpen writing skills.
Geneva Henry, the dean
of libraries and academic innovation, said the lab will
be located on the entrance
ﬂoor of Gelman in what is
currently a multimedia lab.
After some of the computers
are moved out, there will be
room for tutoring, consultations and workshops, Henry
said.
“STEM now pervades
every discipline,” Henry said.
“It’s all data and what you
can do with it. We can bring
it all together now, and that’s
really exciting”
The lab will be a space
where STEM students can
get help from departments’
learning assistants, attend
skill-building
workshops,
use computer applications
that are not available on most
computers and work with
their peers, she said.
Henry said the University likely will not create any
new positions to staﬀ the lab
but will instead rely on the
help of STEM-experienced
faculty and learning assistants in the School of Engineering and Applied Science
and the Columbian College
of Arts and Sciences.
Although
workshops

in Geographic Information
Systems, or GIS – a program
used by geographers – and
statistics are already available
at Gelman, Henry said they
take place in scattered classrooms wherever the software
is available, and consolidating them in one location
should make the resources
more visible.
“It’s a matter of establishing that as the place where
you can go get some help,”
Henry said. “When you come
in and need some help with
statistics or other quantitative types of things, or GIS,
or working on a project, or to
come into that space and be
able to identify that as that’s
where you go.”
Though the new lab has
not been widely publicized
yet, some faculty and students say the space could ﬁll
a void of resources that are
currently not available to students outside classrooms.
Maria Gualdani, an assistant professor of mathematics, said although the
computer science department oﬀers some courses that
teach students programming
languages, oﬀering workshops could give students
who are not in those courses
the chance to learn computer
skills.
Gualdani said she would
like the lab to serve as a resource for student organizations devoted to math or science, as well as for individual
students. She is the faculty
adviser for the GW Association of Women in Mathematics and said the group often
struggles to ﬁnd computer
lab space to practice coding.
“As a chapter they are
able to book standard rooms
for meetings, but absolutely
no way they could book a lab
with computers,” Gualdani
said. “I found it quite ridicu-

lous, because for me it’s very
important that women and
everybody learn how to code.
The University didn’t try to
help and encourage them doing it by themselves.”
Lorena Barba, an associate professor of mechanical
and aerospace engineering, said her students commonly lack computing skills.
Although students are apt
at navigating email, photo
managers and music players,
Barba said they need “professional-grade competency” in
using command-line utilities,
coding and other skills to effectively use computers to
solve problems.
Barba said the lab would
be of “great value” to all students, not just those in STEM
ﬁelds. Computing and coding skills, like writing, should
be incorporated into all curricula, she said.
“There is huge demand
for computationally skilled
graduates, no matter the major,” she said. “We can add
tremendous value to a GW
degree if all students have
support and are encouraged
not only to learn coding but
to become conﬁdent with
computers as a tool for their
profession.”
Experts say these labs
have been helpful for STEM
students who thrive in smallgroup settings or who need
extra time to grasp complicated concepts.
Janeen Madison, the
STEM Lab Coordinator at
Pennsylvania State University, said a lab can help students improve in math and
science classes.
“It becomes an academic
hub where they can get help
in all those areas,” Madison
said. “Students ﬁnd that this
is the corner of the library
where they can get any academic help.”

Health has made provisions in its budget to cover the increase, but other
federal agencies have not, Griesshammer said. He said he predicts that the
University and principal investigators
will need to ﬁnd about $250,000 over a
year and half or two years to fund this
change.
“The important message is that the
postdocs must be safe in their positions,” Griesshammer said. “This is a
federally mandated minimum. There is
nothing we can do about this.”
Provost Forrest Maltzman said at
the meeting that he has communicated
with leaders at other universities to
discuss how they are addressing the
new requirement.
Some researchers are addressing
the mandate by reallocating funds
within their grants to cover additional
salary expenses, and in some instances, the NIH is making adjustments,
Maltzman said.
“At this point, I think those are the
various options that are available,”
Maltzman said. “This is not the ﬁrst
time that the government has done actions that are diﬃcult for us to comply
with.”
George Younes, the president and
founder of the GW Postdoc Association
and a current postdoctoral fellow, said
this issue should have been tackled
sooner because of the fellows’ integral
role in research. Without a suﬃcient
salary, they can’t do their jobs properly,
he said.
“It’s about damned time that the
postdoc salaries get a bump,” Younes
said. “You live in D.C. It’s a very expensive city so any kind of more income is
going to bring a smile to our faces. The
idea is happy postdoc, happy PI.”
Younes said even though faculty
will have to ﬁnd more room in their
budgets for salary increases, the new
pay regulations will better support
postdoctoral fellows.
“If you can take the ﬁnancial stress

away from the postdoc, you’re going
to come to the lab happier, they’re going to have less on their minds so they
can focus more on their research and be
more productive,” Younes said. “I cannot see how the faculty are not going to
be happy about that.”
In a 2014 report published by the
National Academy of Sciences, the National Academy of Engineering and
the Institute of Medicine, the national
median postdoctoral pay for recent science, engineering, and health Ph.D.s
was $43,000.

National consequences

Oﬃcials and postdoctoral fellows
at other universities said fellows deserve increased pay, but some are concerned about where the money will
come from.
Kate Sleeth, the chairwoman of
the National Postdoctoral Association board, said it could be diﬃcult for
universities to come up with increased
funding this year, meaning that some
institutions will inevitably have to lay
oﬀ postdoctoral fellows.
“We completely understand that
it is challenging for the institutions,”
Sleeth said. “We certainly hope that
next year we don’t see a decrease in
the number of postdoc positions available.”
Geoﬀrey Rojas, the president of the
University’s Postdoctoral Association
at the University of Minnesota, said if
universities had made faculty aware
that there was going to be a change
when they were writing grants, they
could have asked for more grant money.
Some postdoctoral fellows at University of Minnesota could be laid oﬀ
because there isn’t money to support
the increase, he said.
“If the government and universities had been taking the concerns of the
National Postdoc Association or advocacy groups seriously we could have
adjusted for this change much, much
more slowly,” Rojas said.

Opinions
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Konwerski’s tweet about Donald Trump’s tapes insinuating
sexual assault shows GW’s commitment to survivors

—SYDNEY ERHARDT, OPINIONS WRITER, writes. • published Oct. 27

STAFF EDITORIAL

University resources should reflect increase in foreign students
It wasn’t a huge shock that the
International Services Office had
to temporarily end walk-in hours
due to budget constraints and office reorganization. Budget cuts
have tightened just about every
department’s belt recently. But
these cuts draw attention to a bigger problem facing GW: A growing international student population but not enough resources to
support these students.
The cuts, while temporary,
take away students’ ability to
ask time-sensitive or brief questions. International students face
challenges that are different than
any other student population on
campus. They have to figure out
their student visas, maybe deal
with language barriers or learn
to navigate a new country and
new culture. A lot of the issues
that stem from these difficulties
come up without notice and an
appointment-only system doesn’t
allow students to address them in
a quick, easy way.
Of course, budget cuts are
messy. Students should understand that they are a necessary,
albeit unfortunate, part of life at
GW right now. But if GW is going
to continue to make cuts and reorganize departments, they need to

set up infrastructure to make those
changes. The international student
population at GW is growing at a
rapid rate. These students deserve
the resources they need so they can
succeed and enjoy their time at GW.
“While we are in the process
of realigning positions and hiring
new staff, the office has shifted to
scheduled appointments to enable
students to meet with an advisor
without having to wait,” Doug
Shaw, the senior associate provost
for international strategy about
the International Services Office,
wrote in an email. “Students who
are unable to meet during the offered appointment times may request another appointment time,
which we are doing our best to accommodate.”
Appointments are better for
students who need to discuss indepth issues, but cutting walk-in
hours without a transition period
makes it seem like administrators
aren’t aware of the extra support
and resources international students need. It doesn’t make sense
that the financial aid office, the
registrar’s office and advising at
most schools have walk-in hours
but the hub for international students does not.
In the University’s strategic

plan, which was created by former
provost Steven Lerman, officials
aimed to double the international
student population by 2021. As of
now, the international student population is right around 12 or 13 percent. That means that officials are
on track to meet their goal – or are
moving even faster than expected.

If officials want to
continue to attract
international students
to GW, they need to
provide the resources
these students need.
But officials need to provide
the resources to support international students if they want to
continue to admit them. If budget
cuts are going to affect the International Services Office, then the
University must at least centralize information for international
students.
GW just revamped its main
website, so it would make sense
for them to update the Interna-

tional Services Office page as well.
Instead of just including information about places to eat around
campus and how to ride the
Metro, like the current site does,
they should centralize useful information about joining student
organizations and tips for figuring out common problems. The
University already offers many
resources to international students
that aren’t centralized on the site.
Students shouldn’t have to wade
through multiple web pages for
simple information. Simply updating the current website, or
adding to it, would be helpful, especially when students don’t have
walk-in hours.
And the lack of centralization
on the website coupled with the
walk-in hour cuts takes away from
the University’s goal to build the
international student population –
a noble and beneficial goal. International students introduce domestic
students to different perspectives
and experiences, which makes
GW more of the global institution
officials hope it can be. Even students coming from already diverse
populations can learn new things
and have meaningful interactions
with international students, who
come from different upbringings

GW Mobile app needs updated features
to respond to students’ preferences
Cartoon by Annan Chen

E

very year, technology becomes a more essential part
of college students’ experiences. As the smartphone technology industry continually changes,
universities adopt and develop
smartphone apps for students to
keep up with university news,
connect with other students and
faculty and find their ways around
campus.
GW’s campus app is called GW
Mobile and has features like a bus
tracker for the Vern Express, a safety alert feature and a list of events
on campus. But the lack of engaging features that distinguish GW
Mobile from other universities’
apps proves that GW is behind the
tech curve.
GW Mobile should add a better social media component and
a more effective way for users to
provide feedback. The app should
constantly change to adapt and
respond to student needs, rather
than remain stagnant like it has,
because it would increase the number of users and could be key for a
more connected community.
As of now, the University
doesn’t seem to have any plans
to update the app. But University
spokeswoman Maralee Csellar said
that the University doesn’t rule out
updating features in the future.
“The University is planning
to continue to support GW Mobile and to add new features and
functionality,” Csellar wrote in an
email. “The product is part of a
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partnership between the Division
of IT, External Relations and key
stakeholders including Academic
Technologies and the Registrar.”
When I attended Colonial Inauguration over the summer, some of
the CI leaders and upperclassmen
told me that they had the GW mobile app on their phones, but they
rarely used it. I was surprised, because I figured technologically savvy students would be eager to use
an app. But few students use the
app because GW Mobile does not
respond effectively to the needs of
its users: It does not have a social
media component and most GW
students have relatively no say in
updating the app.

Rachel Armany
Writer
Other universities have apps
that more effectively use student
input and features, and GW should
use these apps as an example. Student groups at Boston University
connect with app developers to add
and modify features on the university’s app. And the California
State University Los Angeles’ app
provides social media accounts for
users, so students can connect with
organizations and other students.
At Boston University, developers work directly with students
to modify the app. These developers work with the Global App

Initiative – a student group that
educates students on how to create apps. The Global App Initiative even helps student organizations at BU create their own apps.
The integration of a student group
working directly with app developers shows the university’s commitment to keeping the app up to
date according to students’ needs.
Unfortunately, GW Mobile
doesn’t encourage direct communication between developers and
users. Although there has been
some student engagement – students in the School of Engineering
and Applied Sciences have worked
with officials to make changes to
the GW app – there isn’t a way for
ordinary students to give feedback
or create their own features. Officials should encourage student
organizations and individual students to suggest features that they
want to see in the app or support a
program, like the Global App Initiative, to help students create their
own apps.
At California State University
Los Angeles, the “Cal State LA
App” provides students with elements that are useful for everyday campus life. For example, the
app has a “Be Social” wall where
students can create profiles and
interact with peers. Students use
the wall to ask questions to upperclassmen, sell or buy books and
items from other students, meet
new people, upload pictures and
comment on university issues. Students like using social media to
connect with fellow students, and
this element of the app satisfies
that preference.
GW Mobile offers a similar
feature to this called “social,” but
the feature isn’t designed in a way
for students to communicate with
each other. Instead, the feature
links students to GW’s Twitter and
Facebook posts. The design merely
directs students to other apps that
they already use and draws them
away from GW Mobile.
Administrators
obviously
wanted to create something that
benefited students in the digital
age, but the app’s features definitely need some changes, if GW wants
to keep up with other universities’
more user-friendly apps. With the
addition of some more unique features, GW Mobile could potentially
be an integral part of students’ experiences.
—Rachel Armany, a freshman
majoring in journalism, is a Hatchet
opinions writer.
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than the ones we grew up with in
the U.S. International students may
come to U.S. to get an education
and might find more opportunity
here than in their country of origin,
but we stand to learn a lot from
them as well.
But right now, the University
isn’t making GW a feasible option
for many international students.
If officials want to continue to attract international students to GW,
they need to provide the resources
these students need. Even before
cutting walk-in hours, the resources for international students on the
International Services Office website were lacking. And now, these
students not only have to navigate
a confusing and outdated website,
they also lost the ability to walk
into an office and ask questions to
someone who knows the answers.
Budget cuts are inevitable.
But if the University is going to
make cuts in one place, officials
have to take steps to figure out
how to support these students in
the meantime. It’s great that GW
wants to increase its international
student population, but they also
need to put in the effort to make
them comfortable and provide
them with the resources they need
to succeed.

Textbook loan
system would help
low-income students

C

lass registration is
drawing near, with
most students registering next week. Students
will go through the trials and
tribulations of signing up for
classes, and once they’re registered, they will take on another challenge: purchasing
books.
This task is particularly
difficult for students on tight
budgets. Students don’t have
a choice of whether or not
they buy a book for a class:
They must purchase it, regardless of the price,. We all
know that books are expensive, but some students genuinely do not have the money
to buy them.

Diana Wallens
Writer
To help out students on
budgets, GW should implement a University-wide textbook loan system to eliminate
or significantly reduce the
cost of books. A textbook loan
system could operate similarly to GW’s new food pantry,
another service for students
who struggle to afford basic
items. The food pantry allows
low-income students to apply to receive free food from
the University. A textbook
loan system could work in a
similar way.
GW wouldn’t be the first
university to set up this type
of system: MiraCosta College
has a textbook loan application as part of its student information management system. All students need to do
is login and enter the names
of up to four books they
need and their income information. Although students
aren’t guaranteed to receive
all four books they request,
even getting one or two of the
books could be a huge relief
for students struggling to afford them.
Brown University also
has a textbook loan system
called First Generation Low
Income Partnership Library
(FLIP). FLIP books are located on special shelves in

Brown University’s library, so
students who need the books
don’t stick out from other library patrons.
GW’s loan system could
combine elements of both of
these programs. Like MiraCosta College’s, a GW loan
system could have an online
database for students to sign
up and request books. But to
make sure students don’t feel
uncomfortable getting the
books, the University should
take Brown’s approach and
keep them in Gelman Library.
Students could choose
whether to sell back their
books to the library or to
donate books to the loaning
program. Students who registered for textbooks could
be provided with a list of the
books in the loan system and
request the ones they need.
Officials would only need to
provide space in Gelman Library for shelves of books.
Affordability has been
a major concern for top administrators, so a textbook
loan system would fit in with
already-existing programs.
In 2014, University President
Steven Knapp created a task
force to help low income students attend and succeed at
GW. Since then, officials have
expressed their desires to
make higher education more
affordable for students.
A textbook loan system
would lighten financial strain
for many students, and it
seems like an obvious next
step for administrators who
support accessibility. Easy
access to textbooks students
otherwise could not afford
ensures that they are able to
meet their class requirements.
The University wouldn’t
need to expend much effort
or money to implement the
system. All officials need to
do is clear a shelf in the library and set up infrastructure to support a donation
and loan program.
Getting to GW is only
half the battle – affording to
succeed here can be vastly
more complicated.
—Diana Wallens, a sophomore majoring in criminal justice, is a Hatchet opinions writer.
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HILLARY VS. TRUMP
CARTOON DEBATE

BINGATA! ONLY IN OKINAWA

British electronic duo
Snakehips is coming to D.C.
with hits like “Cruel” and “All
My Friends.”

In partnership with the Okinawan Prefectural Government,
the Textile Museum opens a
special Okinawan exhibit this
Saturday.

9:30 Club
Nov. 4 • $25

The Ritz-Carlton
Nov. 4 • $20

Explore the goofy side of debates
with the Ritz-Carlton’s one-night
exhibition of this year’s election
caricatured in cartoons.

WHAT’S TRENDING
THIS WEEK

SNAKEHIPS W/ LAKIM

Textile Museum
Nov. 5 • Free

#SIGNSATTHEGATESOFHELL

LISA BLITSTEIN | HATCHET PHOTOGRAPHER
Investigators from Chesapeake Paranormal Researchers gave us tips on how to investigate campus buildings, like Old Main, for ghosts.

HAUNTED HOUSES IN FOGGY BOTTOM:

PARANORMAL CAMPUS INVESTIGATION
VICTORIA SHERIDAN &
REGINA PARK
SENIOR STAFF WRITERS

It’s no secret that some people think parts of D.C.
are cursed – and not just the city’s sports teams. From
Foggy Bottom’s Octagon House, where visitors have
reported apparition sightings, to the White House,
where Abraham Lincoln’s spirit supposedly roams,
the District’s haunted history dates back further than
“The Exorcist.”
Here at GW, some students may have had unsettling encounters while doing late-night laundry
alone in a residence hall basement. But could those
occurrences have been supernatural?
We asked the Chesapeake Paranormal Researchers if they could help us find out. The team wasn’t
available to come to campus, but Jon Thume, the
head paranormal investigator, gave us instructions
on how to complete our own ghost hunt.

THE PROCESS

First, we had to locate a possibly haunted area
that was clear of any noises – especially electronic
ones, like beeping or text notifications. Then we
asked possible ghosts questions, recording the answers with audio equipment. Thume warned that
we might not be able to hear the ghost’s answers
with our ears, but sensitive equipment would pick
up noises that we could analyze later.
After trying unsuccessfully to get access to three
different fraternity houses, we turned to Old Main,
the looming brick academic building with a porch
and columns on the corner of 20th and F streets. A

lobby full of dated furniture, a fireplace and a chandelier give off a creepy vibe.
We found a mini-library and conference room
where we could converse with potential spirits. After
dimming the lights, which helped eliminate a buzzing from the lamps, we announced aloud that we
wanted to have a conversation with any spirits that
might be present.
We took turns asking questions like “Who is with
us right now?,” “Why are you here?,” “How and
when did you die?,” “How are you feeling?,” “What
is your unfinished business?” and “What is the afterlife like?” In between each question, we remained as
silent as possible for about 20 seconds to allow the
voice recorders to detect any noises that might indicate an answer, according to Thume’s rules.
We repeated these steps at Mitchell Hall, the subject of a 2006 Hatchet article that debunked rumors
about its creepy past. Built in 1929 and acquired by
the University in the 1960s, its location on 19th and
E streets isn’t far from a former orphanage. In a 2007
post in a thread on a website called “yourghoststories.com,” a former resident reported hearing loud
footsteps, despite the building’s carpeted floors, and
sensing presences in the rooms.
Finally, we moved on to The Hatchet’s townhouse at 2148 F St. near some fraternity houses, FoBoGro and across from South Hall. The 116-year-old
building has changed hands numerous times during
its long life.
After playing back all three of the recordings, we
didn’t hear much that could have been ghosts. In between each question, we only heard white noise.
But at one point during our conversation in
Mitchell Hall, we inquired about what the ghost did

while they were alive, some grumbling was audible –
though it may have just been water passing through
pipes in the building.
Our strangest experience occurred as we were
closing our conversation in The Hatchet’s townhouse. A phone in the room rang, but when we
picked it up, we heard only silence.

THE EXPERTS’ VERDICT

After running our findings by Gregory Crump,
one of the founders of Chesapeake Paranormal Researchers, he said that the groaning was far more
likely to be of supernatural origin than the mysterious phone call but that we shouldn’t rule anything
out.
“That would be the first time I have heard of anything like that happening,” Crump said of the phone
call in an email.
Of course, not everyone believes in ghosts, and
our search for the paranormal may have failed because ghosts do not exist.
Susan Johnston, a professor of anthropology who
teaches a class on religion, myth, magic and death,
said she doesn’t believe in ghosts because there is no
scientific finding to prove that they exist.
“I do not see any scientific mechanism by which
ghosts could occur,” Johnston said. “No one has
demonstrated evidence of ghosts that is broadly acceptable.”
Despite lack of scientific evidence, our culture is
fascinated by ghosts because of humans’ inherent belief in things unseen, she added. Johnston explained
that ghosts are the logical next step after believing in
concepts like a soul, dreams and consciousness – all
of which most people accept.

Junior in Clinton campaign ad hopes to ‘connect’ with deaf children
GRACE GANNON
CULTURE EDITOR

Junior Sara Soltani never imagined a comment her mother left on a Hillary Clinton blog
post would lead to them both starring in a seven-minute campaign video for the Democratic
presidential nominee.
Soltani’s mother, Martha, left the comment
in August to tell people that the State Children’s Health Insurance Program that Clinton
helped push through Congress in the 1990s
helped her family afford cochlear implants for
Sara, who was born deaf. Clinton’s campaign
contacted Martha Soltani a few weeks later to
ask the family to be featured in a video.
Sara Soltani said her family hopes the video can be an inspiration to other families with
children who are deaf or hard of hearing.
“Our main goal making the video was
not to promote the campaign but to reach and
connect with those families who have deaf or
hard-of-hearing children and let them know
that it is possible to be successful,” Soltani said.
“Some of them worried about their speech or
their grammar or how they can connect with
the hearing world. We kind of wanted to give
them a sense of hope.”
The video, which was released Oct. 21 and
has been retweeted more than 4,000 times,
features Martha Soltani telling the story of
realizing her daughter was deaf and the early
intervention and therapy Sara went through
to learn how to speak – made possible by the
program Clinton supported.
Sara Soltani is featured in the last third
of the video talking about the obstacles she’s
overcome to get to college.
“I was very nervous,” Soltani said. “It was
nerve-wracking – the camera just staring at
me – but after about twenty minutes you get

KIANA ROBERTSON | SENIOR STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
Sara Soltani, a junior majoring in archaeology, and her mother are featured in a recently released
video for Hillary Clinton’s U.S. presidential campaign.

used to it.”
After filming the video, Soltani and her
family were invited to the second presidential
debate in St. Louis and a North Carolina rally
in September where Soltani met Clinton.
Soltani said Clinton was “very sweet”
and mentioned the photo she’d seen of Soltani
at her high school graduation, in which her
graduation cap is decorated with GW’s logo.
Soltani, an archaeology major, said
teachers and fellow students have often
doubted her potential to succeed with a

disability. But with a cochlear implant in
her right ear and a hearing aid in her left,
Soltani said she can hear about 60 percent
of language in conversations and relies on
lipreading the rest.
“At the public high school I went to I
was told I’d never be able to get into a good
school because of my disability,” Soltani said.
“Once I applied to GW it was assumed that I
wouldn’t get in, and once I did get in, people
were surprised, and they didn’t believe me at
first.”

Soltani’s journey at GW began in her junior year of high school when she did a general interest interview to learn more about the
University. She connected with Eric Cline, a
professor of anthropology, who invited her on
an excavation in Israel with current students
that summer. Since then, Soltani has gone on
two more trips with the archeology department.
Cline said Soltani declared her major
within 48 hours of being on campus her freshman year.
“She seems just like your usual GW student, and yet when you know her backstory
she’s incredibly impressive,” Cline said.
Administrators have been more accommodating to her disability needs than her public high school teachers were, Soltani said. She
has a service dog, a miniature poodle named
Abu, who she takes to classes. People at GW
take Soltani seriously, and some students
don’t even realize she has a disability, she said.
“Some people have no idea and once they
learn they kind of view disabilities in a whole
new light. I like to encourage that in them,”
Soltani said. “If they haven’t socialized with
anyone with a disability, they can with me and
get this whole new idea of what it’s like and
ask those questions they’ve always wanted to
ask.”
Since the video was released, students
have approached Soltani on the street to tell
her it was inspiring. She said families have
reached out to her and her mom asking for
advice on handling hearing aids and cochlear
implants.
Soltani has mailed in her ballot already
and is looking forward to being in the District
for inauguration, she said.
“I have no idea what’s to come,” Soltani
said. “We’re just taking what comes.”
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MEN’S BASKETBALL

MEN’S SOCCER

GW hosts the Bulldogs for
its only exhibition before the
season kicks off Nov. 11.

The Colonials conclude
their regular season
against the 7–6–3
Billikens.

vs. Bowie State
3 p.m. Saturday

NUMBER
CRUNCH

10

vs. Saint Louis
2 p.m. Saturday

The place senior Macaulay Porter finished out of 131 runners at the Atlantic
10 Championship on Saturday, running a 17:38.4 5K

Volleyball searches for positives in season’s final stretch
MADDIE RUNDLETT &
NICOLA KARASIK
HATCHET REPORTERS

GW volleyball was
supposed to be preparing
for an Atlantic 10 title run
at this point in the season.
The Colonials – picked
to finish third in the A-10
Preseason Poll back in
August – looked poised
to remain one of the premier teams in the league.
Instead, with just three
matches remaining, GW
sits near the bottom of the
conference standings with
a 10–17 overall record and
a 3–9 mark in A-10 play.
Despite picking up
three wins in their last
four games, including
a decision over La Salle
Friday, chances of making it to the postseason
for a fourth straight year
remain slim for the Colonials.
But head coach Amanda Ault said her team is
continuing to approach
the final stretch of the
2016 regular season in a
constructive way.
“We still have two
weeks
of
conference
[play] left and that’s the
most important thing to
me right now,” Ault said.
“We’ve had some really
tough times this season,
but I think the last couple weeks we’ve shown
growth and signs of improvement.”
Starting the season
with a 6–4 record, things
looked promising for a

ETHAN STOLER | HATCHET PHOTOGRAPHER

Freshman setter Jaimeson Lee plays a ball in GW’s 3-0 win over La Salle Friday. After ending a ten-game losing streak earlier this
month, volleyball has won four of its last six matches.

talented team – which
took first-place Dayton
to five sets in the A-10
Championship semifinal
last year.
But three straight losses at the GW Invitational
Sept. 16 and 17 marked
the beginning of a demoralizing slump. The
Colonials dropped seven
more matches between

then and Oct. 14, when
they picked up their first
conference win at George
Mason to end a whopping
10-game losing streak.
Ault attributed some
the team’s struggles to a
lack of depth and challenges in maintaining a
healthy roster.
“It’s been a whole
mess of things,” Ault

said. “We’ve dealt with
injuries, and we’ve had to
put out different lineups
throughout the season.”
The depleted lineup
has also forced young
players on the Colonials
squad to step into larger-than-expected
roles
throughout the season.
Ault cited the freshmen
trio of defensive specialist

Madison Clay, outside hitter Jordan Young and setter Jaimeson Lee as players
who stepped up when the
team needed them.
“We’ve
reached
a
point where we know it’s
going to be a different
lineup,” Ault said. “Our
[young players] have
been doing a great job.
You see players like Jaime

getting more comfortable
as she gets those sets in.”
And despite its midseason nosedive, GW has
performed well overall, as
of late. Since its win over
the Patriots, the group
has collected convincing
wins over Davidson (3–0),
UMBC (3–2) and La Salle
(3–0).
Even in its most recent decision – a 3–2 loss
to Duquesne Saturday –
three Colonials registered
double-digit kills in the
close five-set battle.
“We need to keep getting better in the process
with whatever lineup is
out there and finish the
season as we continue to
build,” Ault said following Saturday night’s loss.
“We want to finish the
season moving forward
and getting better.”
Despite the fact that
GW currently sits eighth
overall in the A-10, with
only the league’s top-six
teams making the playoffs, senior outside hitter Kelsey Clark said she
hopes her team can finish
the season on a high note.
“At this point we’ve
flipped our mindset to
[focus on] playing as hard
as we can and are just
hoping things work out,”
Clark said. “We’ve got
nothing to lose so we’re
just playing our hardest.”
GW travels to Rhode
Island and Fordham this
week before returning
home for the regular-season finale against George
Mason Nov. 12.

Petkovic, Destici fuel strong men’s water polo campaign
AGAM MITTAL
HATCHET REPORTER

After going 0–8 in conference play last year, the
men’s water polo program
has turned it around this
fall.
An effort spearheaded
by the international duo of
freshman Atakan Destici
and redshirt senior Bogdan Petkovic and strong
play by a supporting cast
down the stretch now
has GW sitting atop the
Mid-Atlantic Water Polo
Conference standings as
the 17th-best team in the
country.
Boasting a 7–1 MAWPC record after two wins
this past weekend, the
team has now won as
many games in league
play this season as it had
in the last five combined.
“Last year was kind of
about figuring out what
we needed to do – we’ve
gotten better,” junior center Pierce Deamer said.
“The offseason has been
hard – and we’ve put in a
lot of work...That’s a process that you just keep repeating, and it gets addicting to a certain point.”
The Colonials have
faced a competitive schedule in 2016 – playing 11
games against teams that
finished last season in the
top 20 of the Collegiate
Water Polo Association
rankings.
A 9–5 start helped the
program capture a spot
at No. 14 in the CWPA
national rankings Oct.
12 – matching its highest ranking in school history, previously reached in
1997.
Before taking down
Johns Hopkins and Navy
on Friday and Saturday,
respectively, GW (12–9,
7–1 MAWPC) competed
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Sophomore Jack Kerwin shoots the ball in a game against Navy Saturday. The Colonials defeated the Midshipmen 15–7 for their
second consecutive victory.

on its annual West Coast
road trip Oct. 20. The team
finished with a 1–4 record,
battling tough competition like No. 2 Pacific,
No. 9 UC Davis and No.
15 Santa Clara. GW’s lone
victory came in a 14–7 win
over Fresno Pacific.
As a part of their road
trip, the Colonials competed in the Rodeo Invitational, a three-game tournament in Santa Clara,
Ca. But the team averaged
only 8.3 goals a game,
sorely missing the presence of Petkovic, who was
forced to miss the trip due
to an undisclosed injury.
“We learned how to

deal with adversity and
how to deal with some of
our best players not being
there,” head coach Adam
Foley said. “With Bogdan
not making the trip, we really tried to build depth –
a lot of players got crunch
time experience in some
pressure situations. We
didn’t get the wins and
losses that we wanted, but
ultimately it didn’t impact
our seasonal goals. We
just try to move forward
and try to learn from that
stuff.”
Petkovic has led GW
offensively all season long
with 41 goals and 34 assists on the year. Destici

has posted 66 goals and 30
assists.
In his fifth and final
year in Foggy Bottom,
Petkovic has taken on a
leadership role, helping
develop a strong supporting team of freshmen and
sophomores.
“I redshirted last year,
so I took that year to get
myself into a leadership
role, and we started building up our core last year,”
Petkovic said. “This year
I’ve just been trying to
lead by example and make
sure that the guys follow
me inside and outside the
pool.”
With Destici out for

Friday’s matchup against
Johns Hopkins because
of a red card, GW relied
heavily on Petkovic and
freshman Andrew Mavis,
who netted four goals
each en route to a 12–11
victory over the Blue Jays.
The Colonials played
in front of a raucous crowd
at the Smith Center pool
Saturday against Navy,
energized by chants from
GW water polo alumni
visiting for Alumni Weekend. With both Petkovic
and Destici back in the
pool for the first time in
five games, GW’s offense
was firing on all cylinders,
grabbing a 10–2 lead at

halftime.
The chemistry between
the pair was palpable during a back-and-forth, twoon-one fast break in the
second quarter that drew a
standing ovation from the
crowd. GW went on to win
the match in commanding
fashion, 15–7.
The team’s success has
been largely due to a late
push from their role players, evidenced Saturday
when seven different players found the scoresheet.
Mavis played especially
well, combining for seven
goals over the weekend.
“From the stands, Bogdan and I are eye-catching,
but the contributions from
guys like Deamer, [freshman Jordan] Blosser, Mavis, [sophomore Brett] Else
and [sophomore Zach]
Slaughter really mean a
lot,” Destici said. “They
swim, they do a lot of
work – sometimes for us,
sometimes for the team.
Bogdan and I, we just focus on games a lot, and we
try to do our best as well.”
Petkovic said he was
confident in his team’s
ability to compete with
any teams they face in the
coming weeks, as the season comes to a close and
playoffs near.
“We’re in the middle
of changing up and building up the program for
the better,” Petkovic said.
“Our goal is to play in
the Southern Conference
championship game, and
I think we’re on the way
there.”
GW closes the regular season with a visit to
Johns Hopkins on Nov. 4
and Navy on Nov. 5. The
team will then compete
in the the 2016 MAWPC
Championship, which will
be held from Nov. 18-20 in
Lewisburg, Pa.
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